
Ellen Ray and Wiliam Schapp 	 7627 Old deceiver Road 
Covert Action 	 Frederick, Md. 21701 

P.O.Box A583 	 7/6/90 

Washington, D.C. 20043 

Dear both, 

It is too bad that those of you intending to expose the transgressions of the 

spookeries wind up, as you do in TThe Murder of Martin Luther King, Jr.," in doing their 

dirty work. The Sohn, 1dginton and Sergeant, prauced this disinformation. Much of which 

they simply took from as crappy and disreputable a work 8.8 anyone with authentic scholarly 

credentialsar ever turned out - Phil Melansan's The Murkin Conspiracy. 

As they say, I was Ray's investigator. As they do not say, it is I who filed 

costly and lengthy FOIL litigation against the CIL, FBI (un others, to bring to light 

the FBI's Murkin and other files and the CIA records they,saltribute to others. They 

had unrestricted access to all I got and to copies. (The suit against the DJ and FBI and 

other components, filed in 1975, still has not had its last gasp.) 

If they had used, as they could have, these files, or had they checked out some 

of the street garbage they were being fed, as on occasion they did by phoning me, they'd 

have known that what they say about Kimble, Billet, Baird and perhaps others whose names 

I do not remember, was in all instances merely made up. There is absolutely no question 

at all. The FBI, for example, had to defend itself, and it did, effectively and fully. 

Long before amble made up the fairy tle of his King assassination involvement 

he went to "arrison, which is not precisely the way the 'ohne put it, with his silly 

JFK assassination concoction. This forced the CIA to inform its higher echelons. They 

lie, but noi,intereallyd on such matters. That could mean disaster. If you want what I got 

you are wee ome. He had no cohnection wf.th the CIA at all but he did approach its Domestic 

L.o4tact Service in Nea Orleans. 

Qum just before their show w_s to air I heard that they'd gone Chom melanson's 

stupidities I sent them copies of the CIA records. this, of course, was long befor your 

publication of their story. They knew. And if they did not believe what the CIA told 

Itself, they also did not mention it. 

The writing itself is sloppy and disreputable. Take The first mention of id.mble. he 

had these alleged intelligence connections solely becesise he said he did. Following up on 

"Lelanson, they interviewed him and he said it. Then the quantum leap: "He is known to 

have been in contact with Ifavid Ferric..." How is this "known," to which I added my 

emphasis? Because amble  said it. Lao you have any idea how many people went to "arrison 
and others and claimed to have had contact with Ferrie and others? When they'd had none 

at all? 

all such significant events bring the worms out from uder the rottinyIiood. The 

iquiticui file alone has many deserve  of such false claims, made'up from reasons ranging 
from vengeance to hope for reward. Many, many prisoners made up stories hot*, to get 

a reduced sentence from "helping" the FBI. (The crook/phony who made up the baseless 

touis conspiracy story is one who did profit.) 

Even on the basic and well-known facts of the crime the 'Johns do not get it straight. 

King was not killed by a "dun-dum bullet." it was ordinary huntinammunition. 

Percy Fineman did not spend two months trying to persuade Ray to cop a plea. "e 

warted two months to propose it. 

Here they take the guilt-ridden DA, Ail Canals, at his word in an interview. In 

the Ray evidentiary hearing he testified under oath, as did others on this. They could have 

had access to and copies of the transcripts if they'd wanted them. But they preferred to 

pretend to doing original work when they did not. Thus they pretend that Arthur Murtagh 

told them in an interview what he in fact testified to on coast-to-coast TV when he was 



2 
	 .er 

;1 
before HSCA. I refered thg to that testimony and to hurtagh, but they got nothing new 

A 
fro:.: hip. 

In their version, the copped plea led to a "slightly reduced" sentence„ it in fact 

*as the maximum sentence short of death, which had a good chance of being Oeierned in 
thos

'111
ieys Ray got nothing but screwed from the deal. 

/ 
They quote Uanale's self-service, that Ray had the noticee that if he entered a 

guilty plea he "c4ld dismiss Foreman and demand a new lawyer." The judge had told Ray he 
could not again change counmel, so he knew he could not fire Foreman before the plea. 

They refer repeatedly to Ray's.* "trial." He never had et trial. 	had two hearings, 
one in state court after the plea and one in fedeeal district court. 

They did consult with me on the Dollahite story, which he made up ,ith the FBI, as 

I told them. But after all our conversation and all their interview of him the Johns don't 
even have the direction ie which -oollrlite allegedly went right, havin,; it exactly back-
ward, and they omit all he said he did to make the time appear to be less than had to 
have been required. They could have had the Ikollahite FBI reports here if they'd wanted 
them. They did get anything they wanted. They even have him afoot, "ho raced around the 
corner onto Main Street." He used his police car and he went first alongNelberry street, 
made a left turn, into /feline- or Butler, I've foggolten which, and then made another 
left turn onto 11 n, making stops and observations rather than racing as he did. 

"He and the FBI agreed that whomever was about to drop the bundle had probably 
seen him coming and hidden in `thestaircase, behind the door, until he had gone 
into the grill..." I recall no such thing, not even a hint of it, from the FBI reports. 

contrary to what the johns write, Dr. King wee not under any intense surveillance 
when he was in "emphie that time. None at all by the FBI and by the police it was from 
what they do not spell out, a doorway in the fire station a half-block away, two cope, 
both black. 

This is so very bad they even manage what ordinarily I,woulq,regard as close to 

impossible,being unfair to the "emphis police. They say that tt is incredible" that 
the police "bodyguards" were "removed the day of the shooting." The one correct statement 
in this is of incredibility. They were not hodyguardibut high-echelon police officials. 
They ware not merely "removed" and it was NOT the da, rAeg was killed. The Memphis 
gaits qng party insisted that the police be withdrawn. Ortishially the police did hot honor 

this newest and sta 	 di tioned to ems 	the Loriaine motel. Bu e wgen the ring people 
insisted that they esave, the police a. end that was the day pef 	the assassination. 

Saying it was the day of the assassination does smack of devious conspiracies, of course. 
But it wasn,lit so. 

Throughout they pretend the work of others that they use without credit is thei work. 
That Ray had Galt's signature comes from my (unmentioned) book, Frieup. Kimble is tia.O.n-
son's fiction. You add to this in your editorial in which you stake outtheir claim-to 
"new evidence." Neither word 	lies. They have nothing new and nothing that reasonable 
people can call "evidence." fteiliole'e word, entirely unsupported, is to them "compelling." 
Or is thet what they call "strong"? Ilvidence indeed! 

The eolitical ceteeszsezz'aseassinations were the most terrible and costly cries's 

of my lifetime (I'm 77 now). They turned not only this country - they turned the whole world 
around. I doubt that anyone alive today will live long e.ough to see the end of their 
ruinous costs of all kinds. Our government, on all levels, could not have been more dis-
honest and corrupt in pretended investigations of them. (None was really ever ioxesti-
gated officially.) But this kind of combination of literary thejvery, utter inc3Petence, 
fabrication and resolute irresponsibility serves only to further deceive and mislead the 
sorrowing people and to tend to exculpate the offenders. You should see the hundreds of 
illustrations I have of the agencies taking such stuff apart and using it to prove to the 
executive and legislative brunches that all criticism is wrong and baseless. 

Send them a copy if you'd like.Regretfully, Harold Weisberg si  vgliai 
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Editorial 

This issue of C418 is a glimpse at the many faces of the U.S. 
intelligence apparatus. From the CIA's involvement in a 
variety of conflicts in SouthEastAsia to the assassination of 
Martin Luther King Jr., we examine the breadth of illegal ac-
tivities which the government attempts to cover up and which 
the mainstream media is afraid to explore. 

Information about CIA operations in Central America 
continues to surface. The CIA organized and controlled a 
group of Costa Rican intelligence officers who, for large 
retainers, spied on their own government. For many years the 
CIA clouded the fact that Manuel Noriega's relationship with 
the Medellin Cartel made him a very rich man. However, when 
Noriega began to tire of toeing the U.S. line, George Bush 
decided to act. Panama was invaded, thousands of civilians 
were killed, and Noriega was captured. Now Noriega will 
stand trial for activities that the U.S. once condoned. 

Perhaps even more appalling is the U.S. backing of the 
Khmer Rouge in their attempt to overthrow the Hun Sen 
government in Cambodia. Into this devastating conflict the 

U.S. government has sent food and covert military aid to sup-
port the guerrilla coalition. Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge is by far 
the strongest military contingent. If victorious, they would be 
in a position to gain complete power and return war-ravaged 
Cambodia to the nightmarish rule of the 1970s. 

Finally, the assassination of Martin Luther King! r. must be 
reexamined in response to new evidence which reveals that 
James Earl Ray may have been set up. A self-professed politi-
cal assassin, Jules Ron Kimble, claims that he was part of a 
conspiracy to kill King. Kimble says that he helped several 
members of the CIA plan and carry out King's murder. Addi-
tionally, new evidence suggests that there was a CIA "iden-
tities" specialist who helped Ray develop his aliases. 

These articles, as well as others in this issue, demonstrate 
how U.S. covert operations repeatedly work in direct con-
tradiction to our society's professed values. If the United 
States is ever to achieve the openness and democracy that it 
so loudly touts to the world, it will first have to do away with 
the destructive operations of the CIA. 	 • 
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The Murder of Martin Luther King Jr. 

by John Edginton and John Sergeant 

Editors' Note: In April 1988, John Edginton, a British inde-
pendent film maker, began an inquiry into the circumstances 
surrounding the death of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Edginton 
had just completed a film about King's life ("Promised Land") 
and was intrigued by comments by King's friend, the Rev. Ralph 
Abernathy, that King was murdered by government forces. By 
January 1989, Edginton had gathered enough evidence disput-
ing the official verdict that BBC Television agreed to fund a 
documentary: "Who Killed Martin Luther King?"John Sergeant 
joined the team as associate producer. The film aired in England 
in September 1989 and on cable television in this country in 
March 1990. The following article is derived from information 
gathered in their investigation and raises questions about govern-
ment complicity in the assassination of the civil rights leader. 

Introduction 
Equivocation, uncertainty, and doubt have never been fully 

dispelled with respect to the untimely death of Martin Luther 
King Jr. in 1968. This could be put down in part to the inten-
sity of public suspicion over the killing of President John F. 
Kennedy. But suspicions linger primarily because of the in-
herently unconvincing nature of the official version of events. 

In an apparently bona fide effort to lay these ghosts to rest, 
the House of Representatives Select Committee on Assas-
sinations (HSCA) concluded an investigation in 1979 which 
reaffirmed the guilt of convicted assassin James Earl Ray but 
conceded the probable existence of a conspiracy behind 
him — headed by a group of St. Louis businessmen with ties to 
organized crime. It referred its leads to the Justice Depart-
ment which quietly closed the case in 1983. 

However, new revelations clearly demand official answers. 
The case should now be reopened and the whole 22-year saga 
of James Earl Ray's conviction and imprisonment should now 
be rigorously reviewed. 

The first important new revelation involves Jules Ron 
Kimble, a convicted murderer serving time in a federal prison 
in Oklahoma. In a recent interview, Kimble admitted being 
intimately involved in a widespread conspiracy that resulted 
in the assassination of King. He said that this conspiracy in-
volved agents of the FBI and the CIA, elements of the "mob," 
as well as Ray. In the late 1970s, investigators for the HSCA 
interviewed Kimble but, according to their report, he denied 
any knowledge of the murder. Now, for the first time, Kimble 
publicly admits participating in the assassination.' 

Kimble, a shadowy figure with ties to the U.S. intelligence 

1. Kimble made this admission while being interviewed for the film 
documentary Who Killed Martin Luther King? The interview took place at 
the El Reno Federal Penitentiary, El Reno, Oklahoma, in June 1989. 

community and organized crime, corroborates much of Ray's 
self-serving story. He alleges that Ray, though involved in the 
plot, did not shoot King and was in fact set up to take the fall 
for the assassination? 

Jules Kimble, in implicating the mob and the CIA in the as-
sassination, claims to have introduced Ray to a CIA identities 
specialist in Montreal, Canada, from whom Ray gained four 
principal aliases. In August 1989, a former CIA agent serving 
in Canada around the time of the King assassination, con-
firmed that the CIA did indeed have such a false identities 
specialist operating out of Montreal in the late 1960s.3  

An investigation by Dr. Philip Melanson revealed that the 
identities that Ray adopted during the period of the assassina-
tion were far more elaborate than previously realized. Melan-
son concluded that in at least one instance, Ray's alias could 
only reasonably have derived from a top secret security file ac-
cessable only available to military and intelligence agencies.4  

Finally, Ray who has been protesting his innocence for over 
20 years, has always claimed that he was set up for the assas-
sination by a mysterious "handler" called Raoul whom he had 
first encountered in Montreal nine months before. The former 
CIA agent who served in Canada named the agency's 
Montreal identities specialist at the time as Raoul Maora, 

Jules Ron Kimble cannot be dismissed out-of-hand. For a 
start he has a long record of mob activity and violence, often 
with political overtones. He is currently serving a double life 
sentence in El Reno, Oklahoma, for two murders he admits 
were political. He has proven links to the Louisiana mob em-
pire of Carlos Marcello (frequently accused of involvement in 
political assassination) and admits to having done mob-re-
lated work in New Orleans, Montreal, and Memphis during 
the late sixties—three key cities in Ray's odyssey. 

Investigative records from the period confirm Kimble to 
have been involved with the underworld and the KKK, to have 
been in Montreal in the summer of 1967, and to have been 
called in for questioning in connection with the Kennedy as-
sassination by then-New Orleans District Attorney, Jim Gar-
rison. During this questioning, Kimble admitted being linked 
to the local FBI and CIA and Garrison accepted this admis- 

2. Ibid. 
3. Telephone interview with ex-CIA agent who requests anonymity, 

August 1989, in-person interview in December 1989. 
4. See Philip Melanson, The Mullin Conspiracy (New York: Praeger, 

1989). 
5. Op. cit., n. 3. 
6. A July 1989 phone interview with a Raton Rouge police detective con-

firmed Kimble's close ties to organized crime. State investigator Joe Oster 
also investigated Kimble because of allegations of Kimble's involvement in 
the murder of union leader Victor Dusie. In this investigation, Oster found 
that Kimble had ties to the Ku Klux Klan and organized crime. 
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In the early 1960s, Kimble was 
associating with gangsters, 

segregationists, the FBI and, 
he forcefully asserts, the CIA. 

sion as true? 
Like his contemporary, Lee 

Harvey Oswald, Jules Kimble had 
been living in Crescent City, Cal-
ifornia during the early 1960s and 
was associating with gangsters, se-
gregationists, the FBI and, he 
forcefully asserts, the CIA. He is 
known to have been in contact 
with David Ferric, the dead CIA 
flier who has been repeatedly 
implicated in the assassination of 
John Kennedy.8  

Most astonishingly, J ules Ron Kimble is not dismissed out-
of-hand by James Earl Ray. When Ray was recently con-
fronted with the alleged connection, he said that Kimble may 
have been one of two mysterious figures he saw on the after-
noon of the assassination but he wasn't sure. Ray then asked 
if Kimble was in prison (which he was) but rejected Kimble's 
allegations about their connection as some sort of "govern-
ment disinformation."9  

Although James Earl Ray, now 60, stands convicted of 
shooting Martin Luther King, most observers agree the truth 
of what really happened has never been established. New 
evidence from Kimble, compounded with other recent revela-
tions, establish that the issue is not whether government 
operatives were involved in the King assassination but rather 
how high up the chain of command the conspiracy ran. 

The bone Gunman 
In late March 1968, the Rev Martin Luther King Jr. came 

to Memphis to support the city's striking sanitation workers 
who were predominantly black. He led a march of 6000 
protesters which disintegrated into violence between police 
and demonstrators, giving conservative forces the opportunity 
to scorn King's doctrine of nonviolent political struggle. 
Determined to prove the sanitation workers' protest could be 
peaceful, King returned to Memphis on April 3rd to lead a 
second march. 

On April 4, a few minutes before 6 p.m., Dr. King walked 
out on the balcony outside his second-floor room at the Lor-
raine Motel. He was scheduled to attend a dinner at the local 
Reverend Billy Kyles's house and was bantering with his 
chauffeur down in the parking lot below. At 6:01 p.m. there 
was a shot. A high-velocity dum-dum bullet hit Dr. King in the 
neck, severing his spinal column and leaving a massive exit 
hole. One hour later, in St Joseph's Hospital in Memphis, King 
died. 

Public suspicions over the investigation of Dr. King's death 
surfaced almost immediately. In 1968 there was already a 
growing body of opinion at odds with the official explanation 
that Lee Harvey Oswald had been the lone assassin of John F. 

7. Statement taken from Jules Kimble by Ncw Orleans District Attorney 
Jim Garrison on October 10, 1967. 

8. Ibid. 
9. Interview with James Earl Ray, June 1989, Brushy Mountain State 

Penitentiary, Tennessee. 

Kennedy. In Memphis, King too 
had been shot with a high-velocity 
rifle, ostensibly from a window. 
Moreover, like Dallas, the assas-
sination had taken place under 
the noses of the authorities in 
broad daylight. 

Soon after his murder, ques-
tions surrounding thc assassina-
tion of King began to emerge. 
How had so many police arrived 
so quickly on the scene—within 

moments of the shot being fired —yet failed to spot the assas-
sin either arriving or departing? Who, in an apparent attempt 
to distract police radio control, had broadcast a hoax car chase 
involving a Mustang on citizens band radio less than half an 
hour after the police radio announced the suspect car to be a 
white Mustang? If, as the police claimed, the shot had come 
from the bathroom window, why did at least three people 
claim to have seen a gunman in the bushes across the street? 

The official scenario of how Ray shot King is as follows: 
Ray was supposed to have checked into a rooming house on 
Main Street, the back of which faces the Lorraine Motel; es-
tablished a sniper's post in the bathroom; shot Martin Luther 
King; panicked and dropped his belongings on the sidewalk 
as he fled the rooming house, leaving the rifle to be discovered 
with his fingerprints on it; and then raced out of Memphis in 
a white Mustang. 

Suspicions of a conspiracy in the murder of King did not 
diminish with the capture of Ray, though officials continued 
to maintain he was a lone assassin. On the contrary, expecta-
tions of major revelations at Ray's forthcoming trial were very 
high. But these expectations were never gratified. The public 
was kept ignorant of the many anomalies and peculiarities in 
the case, some of which were even ignored by investigators. 

The most prominent of these inconsistencies in the state's 
case was the self-contradictory and inconsistent testimony of 
its chief witness, Charlie Stephens. Stephens, who the state 
claims saw Ray emerging from the bathroom, did not recog-
nize Ray in a photo he was shown shortly after the assassina-
tion. The state also failed to mention that Stephens was an 
alcoholic and was drunk the afternoon of the King murder. 

Why Did Ray Plead Guilty? 
It has never been established where the idea of Ray's guil-

ty plea originated but certain facts stand out. Ray's lawyers in 
the original trial were Hugh Stanton Sr., the Shelby County 
Public Defender and Percy Foreman. It is interesting to note 
that earlier Stanton had acted as lawyer to Charlie Stephens—
the prosecution's chief witness. No one in the judicial system, 
however, saw his acting as Ray's attorney as a conflict of in-
terest. 

In December 1967, Foreman proposed to prosecutor Phil 
Canale that Ray could be convinced to plead guilty in ex-
change for a slightly reduced sentence and no death penalty. 
Canale was favorable to the idea and consulted with the King 
family lawyer, Harry Wachtel (former Governor of Ten- 
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nessee), officials at the Just ice Department, and finally the At- 	One of Weisberg's most powerful arguments concerns the 
Iorney General. Everyone agreed that the guilty plea was a 	crime scene itself. How, he wonders, did the assassin, who 
splendid idea. It was Foreman's job to convince Ray.10 	would have had to stand in a bathtub to fire at King, manage 

Ray would have none of it. And it took more than two 	to take a single shot, run from the bathroom into the bedroom, 
months for him to cave in, despite all manner of tactics em- 	bundle up the rifle and a bizarre collection of personal belong- 
ployed to pressure him and his family into agreeing. Foreman 	ings in a blanket (ensuring that the belongings but not the 
even assured Ray in a letter that there was a 100% chance he 	bathroom or the bedroom bad his fingerprints on them), run 
would be found guilty and a 99% chance of the electric chair 	the length of the rooming house, down a flight of stairs, dump 
(even though the state's case was very weak and no one had 	the bundle in the street, walk calmly to his waiting Mustang 
gone to the chair in Tennessee in more than a decade). Ray 	and drive away within the one to two minutes it took 
also discovered he could not change his lawyer again and that 	uniformed officers to reach the same location? 
Foreman was doing nothing to develop a defense. Finally Ray 	Official records as to precisely what took place on the street 
somehow believed that if he pleaded guilty he could dismiss 	outside the rooming house—Main Street, one block west of 
Foreman, demand a new lawyer, and receive a new tria1.11 	the motel — in those critical minutes, are astonishingly chaotic. 

The so-called trial took place suddenly on March 10, 1968 	At Ray's trial in 1969, testimony was given by Inspector 
and following a lengthy list of charges the state would have 	N.E. Zachary of the Memphis Police Department that he 
tried to prove, Ray pleaded guilty as arranged and was sen- 	found the rifle and the bundle first. By the time of the 1974 
tented to 99 years. He immediately petitioned for a new trial, 	evidentiary hearings (after various books had researched the 
which was denied, and has been petitioning on every conceiv- 	question), the state conceded that another officer, Sheriff's 
able ground ever since, also to no avail. 	 Deputy Bud Ghormley was first to discover the bundle. 

In 1974, however, Ray succeeded in prying from the state 	Yet Ghormley, in turn, has been contradicted by Sheriff's 
an evidentiary hearing. The hearing was to determine whether 
Ray had enough grounds for a new trial based on his being 
negligently represented by attorney Percy Foreman. Harold 
Weisberg, a veteran of the John Kennedy case and a writer, 
was taken on as an investigator on Ray's legal team. 

Major Inconsistencies in the Slate's Evidence 
Weisberg's investigation was a searching and vigorous one. 

Although he differs with many experts in his conclusions he 
believes Ray to be totally innocent, a fall guy or "patsy" — many 
of his arguments about the weakness of the official case and 
the existence of a conspiracy remain persuasive to this day. 
Through his relentless pursuit of FBI documentation under 
the Freedom of Information Act, Weisberg found many docu-
ments which revealed numerous irregularities in the Bureau's 
investigation. Among other inconsistencies, the state's ex-
amination of the alleged murder weapon is very revealing. 

An internal FBI report on the bullet which killed King said 
that it was too mangled to compare against the rifle that al-
legedly fired it. The report states that "...its deformation and 
absence of clear cut marks precluded a positive determina-
tion." Yet the evidence presented at Ray's "trial" gave the im-
pression that the "death slug" was proven to have been fired 
from the rifle. t2  

Weisberg consulted with a ballistics expert who examined 
the bullet and concluded that there were indeed sufficient 
markings on it to make test-fire comparisons. The ballistics 
expert is adamant about the fact that the FBI could and should 
have carried out such tests." 

10. I niervicwwith Phil Canalc, Memphis, Tennessee, June 1989; interview 
with Dr. William Pepper, Memphis, Tennessee, June 1989. 

I I. Ibid. 
12. Internal Flit ballistics report, released under the Freedom of Infor-

mation Art, dated Apnl 17, 1961i. 
13, Herbert McDonnell, the ballistics expert who made this claim, is 

regarded as a leading authority. He presented these views in an interview con-
ducted June 1989, Memphis, Tennessee. 

Credit: Ray Lustig 

Martin Luther King Jr. —new evidence strongly suggests he 
was killed by members of the U.S. government. 

Deputy Vernon Dollahite. Dollahite, now chief of detectives, 
insisted that he was the first onto Main Street and first to see 
the bundle. Dollahite has been consistent in his story from the 
beginning. After one of his early FBI interviews, they calcu-
lated that the time he took from the shot being fired to his ar-
rival on Main Street was 1 minute 57 seconds. 

The extraordinary factor in Dollahite's testimony is that 
though alert for anything unusual as he raced around the 
corner onto Main Street, he not only missed the Mustang pull-
ing away, he did not even see the bundle with the rifle in it. 
Only after he had entered Jim's Grill beneath the rooming 
house, told everyone to stay put, and come out again, did he 
spot it lying in a doorway a few yards away. He and the FBI 
agreed that whomever was about to dump the bundle had 
probably seen him coming, hidden behind the staircase door 
until he had gone into the grill, then run out onto the street 
throwing down the bundle while Deputy Dollahite was inside. 

))-1(1 0,\A‘A ,t 	fwx '71/vcre,' mAyel 	6rwt-b )i,kohaolittzt% 
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Retired Memphis police officer 
Sam Evans confirmed that 
King's chauffeur and the 

manager of the Lorraine Motel 
were paid police informants. 

There is an obvious problem 
with this scenario. How could 
Ray run out of the doorway, 
throw down the incriminating 
bundle, and then manage to 
climb into a white Mustang and 
drive off unnoticed within the se-
conds it took Dollahite to emerge 
from Jim's Grill just feel away? 

The judge at the evidentiary 
hearing took more than a year to conclude that Ray had no 
grounds for a retrial. The defendant's guilt or innocence was 
immaterial to the issue at hand, he said. 

Spying on King 
By 1977, with the revelations by the Church Committee of 

_r(VV..., major abuses by U.S. intelligence agencies, public opinion 
olbout the political assassinations of the 1960s had reached 

such heights that Congress was forced into forming the House 
Select Committee on Assassinations to investigate the mur- 
ders of John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr. 

4,,,L4e_e 

	

	Beset with political problems and threats to its funding, the 
HSCA nonetheless did manage to address, if inconclusively 
and frequently inadequately, the majority of the issues and 

\A:AO/ points raised by critics of the official story in the King case. Its 
final report dated March 29,19779 concluded that James Earl 
Ray was indeed guilty of killing Martin Luther King Jr. but 
that there had been co-conspirators after all. An informant's 
report in the FBI's St. Louis office, previously overlooked, led 

vw, to the discovery that a $50,000 bounty for the death of Martin 
Luther King Jr. had been offered in that city in 1967.14  

However, blaming the King assassination on a conspiracy 
of SI. Louis organized crime figures, with Ray acting as the 
killer, leaves many disturbing questions unanswered. One of 
these questions is, how could Ray simply walk into a 

v
i.  
A 	predominantly black section of Memphis teeming with police, 

informants, and undercover agents, shoot King and then leave 
unmolested? The extent of the police surveillance on King was 
remarkable and the notion that Ray shot King and escaped 
undetected is even more remarkable. Recently, the true na-
ture and extraordinary extent of the official presence in Mem-
phis in April 1968 became clear. 

Retired Memphis police officer Sam Evans confirmed that 
King's chauffeur and the manager of the Lorraine Motel were 
paid police informants. It is also known that Marrcll Mc- 

lit kAl4A Coullough, one of the first to reach King's fallen body, al-
though ostensibly a member of the radical black group, the 
Invaders, was in fact an undercover agent of the Memphis 
Police Department15  

The so-called Intelligence Unit of the Memphis Police 

14. Final Report of the U.S !louse of Representatives Select Committee 
on Assassina lions (hereafter referred to as the IISCA Report) (New York: 
Bantam, 1979). 

15. This was not revealed by investigators in 1968 but was acknowledged 
by the IISCA after writers like Mark Lane and Dick Gregory had drawn ut-
eri:lion to it. See Mark Lane and Dick Gregory. C.odename Zorn,: The Mur-

der& Martin Luther King, Jr. (New York: Pocketbooks, 1977). 

,kA,0 
nicht:Action 

Despite the preseketciknumerous people engaged in the 
surveillance of King, apparently not one of them spotted the 
assassin arriving, shooting Dr. King, or escaping the scene. 

Given that the Memphis Police Department had in the 
past provided extensive security for Dr. King on previousvisits 
and was aware of the vulnerability of the Lorraine Motel, it 
seems incredible that a contingent of police bodyguards as-
signed to King on his arrival should have been removed the 
day of the shooting, apparently without the knowlegeAthe 

Holloman. chief, Frank Holloan. aftev4,4-,1 Ait 	a 
r  

Just two hours before the assassination the M 's s patroll- eeto 
 "TAC Units," each comprising three cars, were pulled 

back five blocks from the vicinity of the Lorraine Motel, Police 
chief Holloman claimed that he did not know of that decision 
until afterwards. Inspector Sam Evans, who was in charge of 
the units, denied that they were pulled back, even though it is 
now an acknowledged matter of public record.18  

Furthermore, immediately after the shooting, no "All 
Points Bulletin" was issued which might have ensured that the 
major escape routes out of Memphis were sealed. No satisfac-
tory explanation has ever been provided for that failure.1  

In another bizarre incident, on the day of the assassination, 
an erroneous message was delivered by a Secret Service agent 
to the Memphis Police headquarters stating that there had— 
been a death threat against a black police detective. The...  
detective, Ed Redditt, was stationed at a surveillance post next e' 
to the Lorraine Motel. Shortly after the first message, a cor- '-- 
reeled message arrived saying that the threat was a hoax but 
the police intelligence officer who received it nevertheless, - V 
went to where Detective Redditt was stationed and ordered 's 
him to go home. This was two hours before the assassination. -c:2- 
Why did the intelligence officer send Redditt home even 

16. Interview with investigative journalist Wayne Chemin in June 1989. 
17. This information was revealed in documents released under the 

Freedom of Information ACp1 and published by David Garrow in The F111 and 
Martin Luther King, Jr. (New York: Penguin. 1983). It was also discussed by 
Kennedy for the first time on camera in an interview conducted in June 1989. 

18. This point of fact was established in the HSCA investigation. 
however, whc interviewed in June 1989, Sam Evans continued to de* 

1 tikliPI .,diAilt q adie'1141, 01,4 t 
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Department (MPD) had been 
planting bugs and agents at all the 
strategy meetings of the sanita-
tion workers and the Invaders. 
Nevertheless, they continue to 
deny having had any source, 
human or electronic, at the heart 
of the Southern Christian Lea-
dership Conference (SCLC) (the 
group King headed) that day. A 

senior police officer claimed that military intelligence and the 
U.S. Secret Service had also deployed agents throughout 
Memphis.16  Lita--4.0124-W5I ikit 4-1-141/CU 

and leadis now known (hat a member of the SCLC nd leade s of 
the local NAACP were in the pay of the FBI. And another 
figure close to the SCLC —Jay Richard Kennedy— had been 
reporting his fears of communist control over King to the 
CIA.17  



though he knew the threat to be false? When we approached 
the officer, who has now left the police force, he refused lobe 
interviewed.t9  

Some of these circumstances are explained by the police as 
a series of coincidences, errors, and oversights. Some are not 
explained at all. While the HSCA's final report fell short of 
accusing the police of complicity in the assassination, it lam-
basted the Memphis Police Department for incompetence 
and latent racism. 

Perhaps the HSCA's final conclusion would have been dif-
, wt • .111 .._.../ferent if it had obtained undoctored intelligence reports from 
J tot, t4, the Memphis Police Department. While doing research for 
my, 	his book "The Murkin Conspiracy," Philip Melanson, 

tained an MPD intelligence report regarding the King assas- 
'/':4V sination. When he compared it to the same report published 

by the HSCA, he found that all the footnotes and most of the 
references to undercover police agents in Memphis had been 

al* 	deleted from the HSCA version. Numerous paragraphs were 
missing and certain sentences were rewritten to play up the p%N violent nature of Memphis civil rights activists and strikers 20 

IkWhy didn't the HSCA get the originals? When confronted 

00V with this discrepancy, Representative Louis Stokes (Dem.- 
Ohio). the former Chair of the HSCA, admitted that he did 
not know that the Memphis Police Department had provided 
the Committee with altered documents. 21  

The Role of the FBI 
It is also enlightening to look at FBI actions both prior to 

and after the King assassination. Former Atlanta FBI agent 
Arthur Murtagh has given some indication of the prevailing 
mood at the Bureau in King's home city. 

Murtagh related in an interview that "Me and a colleague 
were checking out for the day when the news came over the 
radio that Dr. King had been shot. My colleague leapt up, 
clapped his hands and said 'Goddamn, we got him! We final-
ly got him.' " When asked if he was sure of this statement, 
Murtagh was adamant that his colleague said "we," not 
"they."' 

For years, through its COINTELPRO operations, the FBI 
had been spying on, bugging, falsifying letters, and sowing dis-

qA content among the leadership of the SCLC in an attempt to 
discredit and "neutralize" Dr. King 25 

Suddenly, after the King assassination, the FBI began what 
was called the greatest, most expensive inquiry in Bureau his-
tory— the hunt for King's killer. All the technical and human 

414 	resources of Hoover's FBI focused on the bundle of evidence 
conveniently left behind at the crime scene—a bundle which 
pointed only to one man —_ErieGall, a.k.a.John Willard, a.k.a. 
Paul Bridgman,  a.k.a. George_Sneyd, whose real name is 
lames Earl Ray. At the same time, white racist groups braced 
themselves for an FBI assault, but to their astonishment no 

19. Sec G. Frank, An American Death (New York: Doubleday, 1972). 
20. Op. cif., n.4, p. BO. 
2L Interview with Representalive Louis Stokes, Washington, D.C., June 

1989. 
22. Interview with Arthur Murtagh, June 1989. 
23. Sec Garrow, op. ea., n. 17; also sec I ISCA report. 

one asked (hem any questions. "It was strange," recalled white 
supremacist J.B. Stoner, "(It wasi almost as if they knew they 
didn't have to look this way."24  

The HSCA, like the Justice Department which had already 
conducted an investigation into the FBI's handling of the King 
assassination, found no evidence of a coverup. In the end, the 
Committee did conclude that the Bureau had contributed to 
a moral climate conducive to the murder of Dr. King, but it 
stopped short of accusing the Bureau of actual involvement in 
the killing.25  twi,040,./ 

Evidence nonetheless exists suggesting that elements 
within the FBI may have played a significant role in the politi-  
cal assassination. Consider, for instance, Myron Billett's story. 

Credit: S. McCarthy 

Myron Billett said he heard U.S. intelligence agents 
propose the King assassination to Mafia leaders. 

In early 1968, Myron Billett was the trusted chauffeur of 
Mafia chief Sam Giancana. Giancana asked Billett to drive 
him, and fellow mobster Carlos Gambino, to a meeting at a 
motel in upstate New York. Other major Mafia figures from 
New York were there as well as three men who were intro-
duced as representatives from the CIA and FBI. There were 
a number of subjects on the agenda, including Castro's 
Cuba 26 

According to Billett, one of the government agents offered 
the mobsters a million dollars for the assassination of Martin 
Luther King Jr. Billet( stated that Sam Giancana replied, 
"Hell no, not after you screwed up the Kennedy deal like t hat." 
As far as Billett knows, no one took up the offer. 

Billett relayed this information in an interview conducted 
just weeks before he died of emphysema. Given his condition, 
there appears to be no particular reason for him to lie. While 
his allegations are mentioned in the HSCA's final report, it 
makes no judgment as to their validity—the HSCA report 
simply states that it was unable to corroborate his story. 

24. Interview with .1.13. Stoner, Atlanta Georgia, April 1989. 
25. Op. cit., n. 14. 
26. Interview with Myron Billett, Columbus Ohio, June 1989. 
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In September 1965, FBI agents 
were heard discussing boun- 
ties and the recruitment of 
professionals to kill King. 

goy 	yktric4.4-47 

discussing bounties and the recruitment of professionals to kill 
King. In September 1965, Clifton Baird, a Louisville, Ken-
tucky policeman was informed by fellow officer Arlie Blair of 
a $500,000 offer to kill Dr. King. Louisville was the home of 
King's brother, the Reverend A.D. King. Baird said he over-
heard other police officers and several FBI officers discuss-
ing the contract. The next day, Baird tape-recorded Blair 
referring to the contract again. Later, the HSCA heard the 
tape and verified its authenticity.27  

FBI agent William Duncan, liaison with the Louisville 
Police, admitted that the discussion had taken place and 
named two other agents who would confirm it. But he also 
claimed the offer was initiated as a joke by police Sergeant 
William Baker. Both of the other FBI agents denied any 
knowledge of the conversation and Baker had died. The 
HSCA ran out of leads.28  

There are also witnesses afraid to discuss what really hap-
pened on the day of the assassination due to continuing 
harassment and intimidation. For example, ever since a black 
Tennessee grocery store owner named John McFerren first 
told his story, he has been threatened, burgled, beaten up, and 
shot at. Now he is very reluctant 
to tell it again. 

On the afternoon of the assas-
sination, McFerren was at a 
Memphis produce store when he 
overheard the store's manager 
say on the phone "Get him on the 
balcony, you can pick up the mo-
ney from my brother in New Or-
leans and don't call me here 
again." The man on the phone 
was Frank Liberto. His brother, 
Sal, who lived in New Orleans, 
was associated with Mafia kingpin Carlos Marcello. As in-
credible as it seems, the FBI did not pursue McFerren's al-
legation after the initially questioned Liberio and heilenied 
it.  29  ni'./ 	1,tt 	4tri 	.01,✓ it.irt-1 

Thckt`Ecinnirctionsnnd 'oltre-rAkevfAcv:ithat members of 
the Mob were involved in the assassination, were discovered 
by investigative reporter Bill Sartor. While doing research for 
a book, Sartor had gone undercover and infiltrated the 
peripheries of both the Memphis and the New Orleans Ma fia. 
Sartor died mysteriously in Texas as he was completing his 
first draft and two autopsies failed to reveal the cause of death. 

There are other Memphis locals, particularly in the vicinity 
of the Lorraine Motel and Jim's Grill, who are still afraid to 
talk or who have suddenly changed their original stories. At 
least one of them is still visited from time to time by a man 
reminding him to stay silent. There is also the allegation that 
someone posing as an advance security person appeajed at 

27. op. cif., n. 14. 3 111 Q 	(<5 	 fx 
28. /hid. 
29. Interview with John McFerren, Memphis, Tennessee, June 1989. it 

should be noted that because McFerren is terrified of retribution, he refuses 
to be interviewed on camera. 

There is anothe instanc in which FBI agents were heard 7 - 6 mir-.9.4.,  
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 Dr. King's room changed from the ground floor to their1*--  

first. Finally there was the known presence in Memphis on the 
day of the assassination as well as a week after, of a notorious 
anti-Castro mercenary and CIA contract employee. Years 
later, when questioned about why he was in Memphis on the 
day of the assassination, he admitted "it was my business to be 
there." 

1 . A, 0 wi pc"4" 
The CIA and False Identities M-014- , 

It is not disputed that the CIA took a very active interest in 
Martin Luther King Jr. Documenty're case 	the Free- 
dom of Information Act reveal an extensive and ongoing CIA 
scrutiny of the thoughts, actions, and associates of the civil 
rights leader throughout the 1960s. One of those reporting 
back to the CIA was Jay R. Kennedy, a writer and broadcaster 
prominent in the civil rights movement. Kennedy fervently 
believed that King's opposition to the war in Vietnam was or- 
chestrated by Peking-line communist agents. 4.. 	.w" 

There are other compelling questions about t \le complicity 
of the CIA in the King assassination. For example, although 0 
James Earl Ray never visited Toronto before April 1968, he 

used four identities belonging to 
individuals living within a few 
miles of each other in that city.cut 11--• 
Each of the four bears a rough )140e 
physical resemblance to Ray. Of 

was that of Eric Galt, a name 
these the most elaborate alias`Vidi 

Ray used extensively through 
the period before the assassina-
tion. Only on April 4th, the day 
of the assassination, did he 
abandon Galt's name and begi 44-thai 
to use the other three. 

The 
	itgpo 

The Gall alias was not merely the result of a fraudulently ,ft* 
obtained birth certificate- it was the wholesale usurping of bv6q.n  
the real Eric Galt's history and physical identity. Evidence 
shows that James Earl Ray had travelled in the same U.S. fy1,1 
cities as the Canadian Eric Galt, had access to Galt's signa-14.9!4 
lure, and even inquired into emigrating to southern Africa 
a place where Eric Galt had relatives.31  Moreover Ray has 
scars on his forehead and his hand, as does the real Eric Galt. 
Two months before the assassination Ray had plastic surgery 
on his nose. Galt revealed that he, too, had had plastic surgery 
on his nose. 

Eric Galt is, moreover, an expert marksman. 
The question arises: How could Ray or his co-conspirators 

acquire such a detailed profile of this alter ego? According to 
Eric Galt, there is only one place where all the pertinent in-
formation is collected together-his highly classified security 
clearance file in the Union Carbide factory in Toronto where, 
in the mid-1960s, he was working on a top secret U.S. defense 

30. Interview with Bay, op. tit., n. 9. 
31. See William Bradford link, He Slew the Dragon (New York: 

Delacorte Press, 1970). 
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project.32  
Fletcher Prouty, a former Pentagon colonel and author of 

"The Secret Team," was responsible for providing military 
support for CIA covert operations in the early 1960s. Prouty 
finds these revelations highly significant:33  

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) [which at 
that time included the Canadian equivalent of the CIAO 
would have compiled this file and besides them and 
Union Carbide, the only people with access to it would 
have been U.S. intelligence. 	/ 

The question of how Ray came to acquire these identities 
provided the original link to Jules Ron Kimble, the man who 
has confessed to us that he aided Ray in the assassination. 

Who Is Raoul? /V atim/11414' '1 4' )1̂ -rAlikk-e, 
Ray claims that the mysterious "Raoul" hired him to carry 

out assignments in Montreal in late July 1967. This sparked an 
interest in Toronto Star reporter Andre Salwyn, who sought 
corroboration to this claim after Ray's arrest. Salwyn con-
ducted an exhaustive search of the neighborhood in which Ray 
had allegedly been seen drinking with an American stranger. 
He found that there had indeed been a man with similar 
characteristics to Ray's description of Raoul living there at 
different times during the previous year. He was known as 
Jules "Ricco" Kimble and was said by his girlfriend to have 
had a car with rifles in the trunk and a radio tuned into the 
police band. Salwyn checked phone records and discovered 
that Kimble regularly contacted numbers in New Orleans.34  

But t he phone numbers disappeared, and Salwyn was never 
allowed to pursue the story. The HSCA did manage to come 
across Kimble ten years later and they investigated. They 
found an FBI file on him; and a CIA file; and an RCMP file. 

Joe Oster, a Louisiana state investigator, conducted exten-
sive surveillance of Kimble in 1967, and claims that there is a 
week in July 1967 when nobody can account for Kimble's 
whereabouls.35  This is the period in which Ray claims to have 
met "Raoul" in Montreal. 

Apbk When interviewed in 1967, Kimble claimed to have been a 
„ low-level CIA courier and pilot.36  When we talked to him from 

kA," serison, Kimble confirmed that he had worked for the CIA as 
well as organized crime and also made the following allega-
tions:37  

• He claims that the HSCA did know all about his role in 
the assassination (more even than he could remember), 
producing documents, photographs, and files which 
proved his association with James Earl Ray, an associa-
tion he then admitted. However, all files relating to the 
HSCA investigation have been sealed for 50 years. 

32. Interview with Eric Galt, Toronto Canada, June 1989. 
33. Interview with Fletcher Prouty, Alexandria, Va, June 1989. 
34. Salwyn testified before the House Select Committee on Assassina-

tions; see also, Melanson, op. cit., n. 4, p. 44. 

35. Op. cit.. n 6. 
36. Statement to Garrison, op. cit., n. 7. 
37. Op. cit.,. n. I 

• Kimble also stated that on the orders of a Louisiana FBI 
agent, he flew James Earl Ray from Atlanta to Montreal 
in July 1967 where Ray was provided with an identities 
package by a CIA specialist in Mont Royal, Montreal. 
An ex-CIA agent with knowledge of Agency operations 
in Canada in the 1960s recently confirmed in an off-the-
record interview that there was an Agency "asset" spe-
cializing in "identities" in Montreal in 1967. His name 
was Raoul Maora. 

• Kimble said that he then accompanied Ray to a CIA 
training camp in Three Rivers, Canada where Ray was 
taught to shoot. It was there that the two men were seen 
together by Kimble's former girlfriend. 

• At the same time, an assassination team was assembled 
to kill King. Kimble claims that he flew two snipers into 
Memphis using a West Memphis airfield belonging to 
a CIA front company. He said that the only involvement 
that Ray had in the assassination was to serve as a decoy. 

Credit: S. McCarthy 

Eric Galt discussing how Ray might have gotten 
information from his classified personnel file. 

• Finally, Jules Kimble stated that elements of the Mem- 
phis Police Department did cooperate in the assassina- 
tion but that the actual operation was coordinated by a 
high-ranking intelligence official based in Atlanta. 

What is the validity of Kimble's assertions? The evidence 
presented here, and the many questions it raises, suggests one 
thing: Those responsible for the murder of Martin Luther 
King Jr. have yet to be caught and convicted of this political J 
assassination. There is strong evidence that shows agents a. 
within the U.S. intelligence apparatus could have played a 
major role in King's murder. If that is the case, then the U.S. 
government could he guilty of not only covering up details of 
the assassination, but of the murder itself. The only way to 
answer these questions is through a complete and thorough 
investigation. The documents from the HSCA should he un-
sealed and a new probe begun. It is long past time for that to 
happen. 	 • 
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